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Decode the Prophetic Language of God! • Open up your spiritual eye to discern what God is
saying for you through everyday occurrences. Open your eye and ears to the prophetic
vocabulary of the Holy Spirit! • Operate in the prophetic and seer anointings. Discover ways to:
• Tune your prophetic senses to listen to the ever-speaking tone of voice of the Holy Spirit. In
The Divinity Code to Understanding Your Dreams and Visions, Adam Thompson and Adrian
Beale trained you the supernatural keys to interpreting God's voice through your dreams. •
Discern the supernatural indicating of unusual coincidences. God's Prophetic Symbolism in
Everyday Life will open your eyes to how God is constantly speaking to you through what's
around you. In this follow-up work, Thompson and Beale offer revelatory insights about the
prophetic language that God speaks through everyday signs, symbols and pictures!
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God's prophetic symbolism Adam Thompson and Adrian Beale share some interesting
explanations on the topic. Great read! I really do like scriptures to be included if they are from
the word. (I might keep this as a secret, or I'll be spending lots of money on repurchases! Truth
in that not absolutely all symbols mean the same to everyone or ought to be taken as a rule.
Discernment.So I went through the Bible, wrote the verses that had the chapter and verse.
Thank You So Much! Hardly any that`s new... No-one can stop you. Having awarded 5 stars to
it`s forerunner, "The Divinity Code to understanding your Dreams and Visions", I expected an
identical quality with this book: Good researched topics and scriptural references, sample
interpretations, additional metaphors - the latter especially, since some of these listed in their
initial book refer strictly to the Australian culture. I had to purchase another duplicate for
myself after informing my sister in New York about this book. It has can be found in real
convenient. They gave their all.To sum it up: If you carry out possess "The Divinity Code... So
much wisdom and insight and truth. So Content I started reading asap. I certainly would not
buy it again God isn't Single Faceted Very eye starting. Made me really focus on what I had
just begin to note. My visa leads to a number, as does my sociable security number, debit
card, 25 year old cellular phone, son’s phone number, his hospital room number, and I simply
noticed that my mom passed on the month and time making the same number. Puzzling they
might be but if you look at your present existence condition or understandings your dreams
will be a great percentage about your daily life not others, and the character types could be a
symbolic look at of something about you. Recommend! You can be as near God as you want
to be. Can't wait to buy it.. Conveys the heart of God which is definitely to communicate to all
us in ways we are able to comprehend and benefits us. Its usually for our good. Superb book.
Thank you! I experience the authors should have mentioned this reality. Authors didn't hold
back on this one. Great resource I use this reserve at least 3 times per week. It is amazing!And
with every biblical dictionary I have to say, dictionaries are great but make sure to ask God too
what the meaning is behind it in case you are uncertain or if the meaning doesn’t talk with you.
Neither is there any updating of metaphors; The zoom in tale really fits my gifts and calling.
Only a great biblical reference reserve for prophetic symbolism during your day time. And to
pay attention to Him, Holy Spirit most of all.Whilst there may be no shortage of scriptural
references, I find this publication disappointing and to some degree misleading: The section
before the metaphor list consists of only 70 pages - of these, entire chapters were basically
copied from their previously reserve! I sent her my copy and purchased me another. Almost
every other symbolisms person need to bear in mind revolve by an individuals, culture,
profession, life circumstances, and symbols they have currently come to understand to be.!..
Five Stars I came across this to end up being well crafted and biblically accurate. This book
has really helped me understand my dreams and vision much much better. helped me
understand my dreams and vision much much better. Amazing wonderful terms of the
prophetic, cherished this book! Acquainted with some things, and understand that many of
symbolisms result from what speaks to them. Looking for a truthful reserve on the prophetic
lined up with Gods word, look no further here it is . The Truth Great book. I have looked for a
publication like this for a long period I've looked for a publication like this for a long period.
Good Generally remembering though that interpretation belongs to God. Still reading.. God
really wants to talk with us through His Holy Spirit.. A fantastic book to greatly help interpret
your dreams. A reserve you can refer back to time and time again. God really wants to have a
romantic relationship with every one of us.. For those who love and honor the voice of God
and are learning he is not limited or restricted in how he chooses to speak Great sample for



publication...God really wants to whisper in your hearing and spirit the items He wants you to
know. But generally he speaks through His phrase. Arrived As Planned Arrived as you said !) ."
already, you'll discover little that is new in this book. This book has a great dictionary of wish
terms and symbols. It's our job to get close to God.. Symbolism Great publication about the
prophetic language of God. Great read, I acquired a sample read, and may purchase in the
future.!! Co-authors, Adam F. I specifically valued the format of the reserve with: charts,
suggestions for interpretation, overview statements, and conclusions. Component 1 introduces
the supernatural phenomena: · Modern day prophets, signals and symbols through quantities,
names, and organic means · Spiritual concepts and applications which can draw us into a
deeper intimacy with God. Filled with destiny defining encounters leading to a deeper
knowledge of the Scriptures, and an increased awareness of those organic and supernatural
events happening around us. The reserve is divided into two parts. Part 2 presents assets for: ·
Interpreting visions and revelatory experiences · A metaphor dictionary · A name and place
dictionary. A Rich Source for Hearing God’s Voice through Organic Events and Divine
Occurrences “God's Prophetic Symbolism in Everyday Life” is full of extraordinary illustrations
and testimonies of Kingdom living, giving encouragement, and motivation. Thompson and
Adrian Beale, are well known for their previous books, and their global outreach and ministry;
their books are strongly suggested and endorsed by Pastors and Christian leaders in
prophetic and revivalists actions around the world.
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